Abstract. CMC surfaces in spheres are investigated under the extra condition of biharmonicity. From the work of Miyata, especially in the flat case, we give a complete description of such immersions and show that for any h ∈ (0, 1) there exist CMC proper-biharmonic planes and cylinders in S 5 with |H| = h, while a necessary and sufficient condition on h is found for the existence of CMC proper-biharmonic tori in S 5 .
Introduction
While the link between minimal submanifolds and harmonic Riemannian immersions is by now a classical fact, the generalisation of harmonicity by biharmonic maps as critical points of the bienergy
for φ : (M, g) → (N,g), has many contact points with CMC submanifolds but their relationship is a more complex one. The Euler-Lagrange equation for biharmonic maps τ 2 (φ) = −∆τ (φ) − trace R N (dφ, τ (φ))dφ = 0, certainly simplifies when considering Riemannian immersions, but not to the point of revealing any specific geometric content, and therefore it remains worthwhile to combine this variational problem with more classical conditions. By properbiharmonic, we shall designate maps which are biharmonic without being harmonic. Submanifolds in spheres which, as submanifolds in the ambient Euclidean space, admit a decomposition into a sum of one or two eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, according to their type, were intensively studied.
By a result of Takahashi [17] , it is well-known that a submanifold of the Euclidean sphere S n is of 1-type if and only if it is minimal in S n or in a small hypersphere of S n . Further, the mass-symmetric 2-type surfaces, which must be CMC, were investigated for example in [8, 9, 11] .
The condition of biharmonicity on CMC submanifolds in spheres implies this remarkable decomposition of the immersion. We will always consider full immersions in S n , i.e. their images do not lie in any totally geodesic sphere S n ′ ⊂ S n . From the work of Miyata [11] , the various parameters involved in this description of mass-symmetric 2-type flat surfaces in S 5 simplify in the biharmonic case into formulas given in Theorem 6 and the immersions merely depend on an angle ρ ∈ [0, ]. Such formulas enable us to conclude that for any h ∈ (0, 1), there exist CMC proper-biharmonic planes and cylinders, of constant mean curvature h, in the unit Euclidean 5-dimensional sphere S 5 . Moreover, double periodicity and therefore the existence of CMC proper-biharmonic tori in S 5 , is dependent on h being in the range of a certain rational function on Q 2 . CMC proper-biharmonic surfaces have also been studied in [7, 13, 15] . For Riemannian immersions in spheres, the condition of biharmonicity combined with CMC forces the mean curvature to be less than one, with the extreme values zero and one being characteristic of minimality, a trivial case for our study, and, for the latter, a well-known construction of biharmonic maps from minimal immersions in a 45-th parallel hypersphere.
Proposition 1. [12]
Let φ : M m → S n be a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion. Then |H| ∈ (0, 1] and |H| = 1 if and only if φ induces a minimal immersion of M m into a small hypersphere S n−1 (
The next proposition illustrates how too strong a condition on the mean curvature brings us back to a familiar case.
Proposition 2. [2]
Let φ : M 2 → S n be a parallel mean curvature proper-biharmonic surface. Then φ induces a minimal immersion of M 2 into a small hypersphere S n−1 (
The usual decomposition of smooth functions over eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, admits a counterpart for Riemannian immersions, particularly relevant on compact manifolds. Definition 1. [5, 6] A Riemannian immersion ψ : (M m , g) → R n+1 is called of finite type if it can be expressed as a finite sum of R n+1 -valued eigenmaps of the Laplacian ∆ of (M, g), i.e.
(1) ψ = ψ 0 + ψ t1 + · · · + ψ t k , where ψ 0 ∈ R n+1 is a constant vector and ψ ti : M → R n+1 are non-constant maps satisfying ∆ψ ti = λ ti ψ ti , for i = 1, . . . , k. If, in particular, all eigenvalues λ ti are mutually distinct, the submanifold is said to be of k-type and (1) is called the spectral decomposition of ψ.
If M is compact, the Riemannian immersion ψ : (M m , g) → R n+1 admits a unique spectral decomposition
where ψ 0 is called the centre of mass. Then, it is of k-type if and only if k terms of {ψ i } +∞ i=1 do not vanish. The centre of mass is the harmonic component of the spectral decomposition.
If M is not compact, the spectral decomposition
is not guaranteed and the harmonic component is not necessarily constant. However, we may agree that, if we have a decomposition (1) and there exists t i0 such that λ ti 0 = 0, then we redenote ψ 0 + ψ ti 0 = ψ ti 0 . With this convention in mind, two decompositions (1) must agree. The starting point of this work is the correspondence between proper-biharmonic immersions in spheres and maps of finite type, one or two according to the value of the mean curvature, which by Proposition 1 must be less than one.
is the canonical inclusion map. Then i) The map ψ is of 1-type if and only if |H| = 1. In this case, ψ = ψ 0 + ψ t1 , with ∆ψ t1 = 2mψ t1 , ψ 0 is a constant vector. Moreover, ψ 0 , ψ t1 = 0 at any point,
is a minimal immersion.
ii) The map ψ is of 2-type if and only if |H| is constant, |H| ∈ (0, 1). In this case ψ = ψ t1 + ψ t2 , with ∆ψ t1 = m(1 − |H|)ψ t1 , ∆ψ t2 = m(1 + |H|)ψ t2 and
are harmonic maps with constant density energy.
Harmonic maps are characterised as solutions to (a system of) second-order elliptic equations of the same symbol as the Laplacian on functions, and a unique continuation property for harmonic maps is to be expected. This was proved by J. H. Sampson in 1978.
) be two harmonic maps. If φ 1 and φ 2 agree on an open subset of M , then they agree everywhere. In particular a harmonic map constant on an open subset is a constant map.
The last part of the theorem was generalised to biharmonic maps.
) be a biharmonic map. If φ is harmonic on an open subset then it is a harmonic map on the whole of M .
A deep difference between harmonic and biharmonic maps is that the latter are solutions to (a system of) fourth-order elliptic equations for which no maximum principle exists. Therefore, a biharmonic analogue of Sampson's Theorem is out of reach but, if combined with CMC, thanks to their type decomposition, we can prove a unique continuation for Riemannian immersions into spheres. Proof. Let U be an open subset of M such that φ 1 and φ 2 agree on U . Then the mean curvature vector fields H 1 and H 2 agree on U and therefore |H 1 | = |H 2 | on M. For the case |H 1 | = |H 2 | = 1, we denote
As ψ 1 and ψ 2 agree on U , we deduce that ψ 1,0 = ψ 2,0 and ψ 1,t1 = ψ 2,t1 on U . Since ∆ψ 1,t1 = 2mψ 1,t1 and ∆ψ 2,t1 = 2mψ 2,t1 , therefore ψ 1,t1 = ψ 2,t1 on M and φ 1 = φ 2 on the whole of M . The case |H 1 | = |H 2 | ∈ (0, 1) is analogous.
The next result on CMC proper-biharmonic immersions follows directly from a well-known property of harmonic maps.
Minimal immersions into spheres can be summed up to produce new maps into higher dimensional spheres and they will turn out to describe thoroughly one case of CMC proper-biharmonic immersions, namely those with positive constant Gaussian curvature (see Proposition 8) .
Let
be two minimal immersions, where r 1 and r 2 are positive constants. Consider the map
where α and β are real numbers such that α 2 r 
It is not difficult to see that φ is also pseudo-umbilical, i.e.
Straightforward computations yield easy conditions on the parameters so that the resulting diagonal sum be indeed a Riemannian immersion into a sphere.
is proper-biharmonic if and only if
In this case
Proof. By a straightforward computation we get:
CMC proper-biharmonic surfaces in S n
The case of CMC proper-biharmonic surfaces with mean curvature h ∈ (0, 1) in unit Euclidean spheres S n is, as expected, better understood than the general case of an arbitrary dimension, and several rigidity phenomenons can be observed.
We first show in Proposition 5 that if such a surface has constant Gaussian curvature, it must be non-negative and, in case of compactness, less than one and previous work, based on the stress-energy tensor of biharmonic maps, has led, for spheres and planes, to even more stringent restrictions, cf. Propositions 6 and 7.
Moreover, results from Miyata [11] can be re-examined under the condition of biharmonicity, to yield very precise descriptions of CMC proper-biharmonic immersions from a surface of positive Gaussian curvature (Proposition 8) or flat (Theorem 5), while negative Gaussian curvature is ruled out by a result of Bryant [3, 11] .
Since diagonal sums of Boruvka spheres give all the CMC proper-biharmonic surfaces of positive Gaussian curvature in spheres, the really interesting case lies in flat surfaces.
When the target has dimension five, they are entirely described by parameters whose inter-dependence is given in Lemma 1, Theorem 6 and Lemma 2.
An immediate consequence of these results is that for any h ∈ (0, 1), there exist CMC (equal to h) proper-biharmonic immersions of a plane (Corollary 2) and, because of the continuous range of the parameters, infinitely many will admit a periodicity and therefore quotient to a cylinder in S 5 (Corollary 3). Furthermore, a necessary and sufficient condition on the value of h is found in Theorem 7, to the existence of a proper-biharmonic torus of CMC h in S 5 . The first result is based on a classical inequality on the eigenvalues of the Laplacian which constrains the geometry of CMC proper-biharmonic immersions.
Proof. Since |H| ∈ (0, 1), M is of type 2 and, according to a result of Miyata [11,
Using the special properties of the stress-energy tensor of biharmonic maps on CMC surfaces, we can show parallelism of the shape operator when the Gaussian curvature is non-negative.
One effect of Miyata's work on surfaces of positive Gaussian curvature is a description in terms of diagonal sums of Boruvka spheres. 
are Boruvka minimal immersions with parameters
with q 1 = n 1 (n 1 + 1) and q 2 = n 2 (n 2 + 1), and n 1 = n 2 . Moreover,
and φ is pseudo-umbilical.
Proof. By [11, Theorem A], the only mass-symmetric 2-type immersions of positive Gaussian curvature in S n are diagonal sums of two different standard minimal immersions of two-spheres.
, n 2 ≥ 2, be two Boruvka minimal immersions and consider the diagonal map
under the conditions
The proof then follows from Proposition 4.
Remark 1 (case of K M < 0). There can be no CMC proper-biharmonic surface in a sphere with K M < 0, by Bryant, cf. [11, Theorem B] and [3] .
When the surface is actually flat, Miyata's formula provides explicit description, once extended to R 2 , in terms of four parameters.
Theorem 5. [11]
Let D be a small disk about the origin in the Euclidean plane R 2 and φ : D → S n be a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion with |H| ∈ (0, 1). Then
′ distinct complex numbers of norm 1.
Remark 2 (symmetries of solutions). Let h = |H| and (h, R k , R ′ j , µ k , η j ) be a solution of (e), (f), (g) and (h) then
is also a solution of Condition (e), (f), (g) and (h) (1 solution). Everything is up to an isometry of S n and of R 2 .
is also a solution of Condition (e), (f), (g) and (h).
While a restricted case, pseudo-umbilical maps on R 2 are, as for positive Gaussian curvature, completely described by diagonal sums of minimal immersions.
Proposition 9. Let φ : R 2 → S n be a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion with mean curvature h ∈ (0, 1). Then it is pseudo-umbilical if and only if ψ = i • φ is a diagonal map and ψ = ψ t1 + ψ t2 = (ψ t1 , ψ t2 ), where φ t1 :
Proof. By direct computation, we obtain:
To find when φ : R 2 → S n is pseudo-umbilical we need only consider the direction of the mean curvature.
The requirement for pseudo-umbilic is:
or equivalently
The last term is
and, if φ is pseudo-umbilic, then
From Equations (3) and (4), we obtain
Furthermore, it is not difficult to check that the conditions
are harmonic maps and φ *
In low dimension, the condition of pseudo-umbilical forbids some combinations of the parameters. 1+h ], such that ψ ρ = i • φ ρ : R 2 → R 6 can be written as
where
and R ′ 1 , R ′ 2 , η 1 = e iρ and η 2 = e iρ are given by 
is one of the above maps.
Proof. Let a map φ : R 2 → S 5 be given by Formula (*), we can assume wlog that m = 1, m ′ = 2, R 1 = 1 and put R
We consider now, for a given h ∈ (0, 1),
2 ) a solution of (e)-(h) and ψ : R 2 → R 6 the corresponding CMC proper-biharmonic immersion. Let T α : R 2 → R 2 be the rotation of angle α. Since the first component of ψ(T α (z)) is given by cos λ 1 (sin(α + ω 1 )x + cos(α + ω 1 )y) , for α = −ω 1 , the composition ψ • T −ω1 is the CMC proper-biharmonic immersion corresponding to
Therefore we re-denote −η 1 with η 1 and can assume that ρ ∈ [− π 2 , π 2 ) and, similarly,
Furthermore, composition of ψ with the symmetry with respect to the Oy-axis yields a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion corresponding to the data
so we can restrict the angles to ρ ∈ [0,
Then, from Equation (5), the real part of η (6) and its imaginary part is sin 2ρ = −2h 1 + h 2 + (1 − h 2 ) cos 2ρ sin 2ρ. (7) Assume that the real part of η and sin ρ =
, so tan ρ = (6) and (7): tanρ = h 1 − cos 2ρ sin 2ρ = h tan ρ,
We can eliminate the first possibility by checking Equations (6) and (7). If tanρ = h tan ρ then, since cos 2ρ =
but Equation (6) implies
which forces tan ρ = 1 h , hence tanρ = 1. From the imaginary part we have, on the one hand: sin 2ρ = 2 tanρ 1 + tan 2ρ = 1, while, with sin 2ρ = 2 tan ρ 1+tan 2 ρ , Equation (7) shows that
so we have a contradiction, which does not happen for the second solution tanρ = −1 h tan ρ .
Let ψ : R 2 → R 6 be the CMC proper-biharmonic immersion corresponding to
where ρ ∈ [0,
. We compose ψ with the symmetry of R 6 defined by
and the isometry of R 2 , t(x, y) = (−x, y), so that the resulting immersion corresponds to the data
Therefore, we can assume that 0 < R
The proof of Theorem 6 then easily follows from Lemma 1.
A useful result which will be used further on is the following lemma. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 we know that
, 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 6 is the existence, for any h ∈ (0, 1) of proper-biharmonic planes in S 5 with CMC equal to h.
Corollary 2 (Existence on R 2 ). Let h ∈ (0, 1), then there exist proper-biharmonic immersions of R 2 into S 5 with CMC equal to h.
In order to quotient a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion φ h,ρ = φ :
to a cylinder or a torus, we start with some remarks. We observe first that if we denote
, z , where , denotes the usual inner product on R 2 . We have
and from here we get that ψ(z 1 ) = ψ(z 2 ) is equivalent to ψ(z 1 − z 2 ) = ψ(0). We define
We observe that Λ ψ is a discrete lattice and the map ψ quotients to an injective map, also denoted by ψ, ψ :
In the following, as we are interested in a existence result, we will assume that ρ ∈ [0,
Proof. We know that φ ρ (0) = φ ρ (v) if and only if . If K 0 = 0 then K 1 = 0 and v can be chosen to be
Case ii): Assume that ρ ∈ (0, π 2 ). Then Condition (10) becomes
cos ρ , and Condition (11) yields
h tan ρ , we get that ρ goes to 0 if and only ifρ goes to − π 2 and ρ goes to π 2 if and only ifρ goes to 0. Let
Assume that K 0 and
Therefore, there exists an infinite number of ρ ∈ (0,
A mere examination of the condition required for periodicity of solutions, Proposition 10, shows that it will always be possible to find cylinders of CMC h in S 5 , for any value of h in (0, 1).
Corollary 3 (Existence on cylinders)
. Let h ∈ (0, 1), then there exist properbiharmonic cylinders in S 5 with CMC equal to h.
be the map given by Formula (*) with ρ = 0 andρ = − π 2 . Then the lattice Λ ψ h,0 = {z ∈ R 2 : ψ h,0 (z) = ψ h,0 (0)} on which ψ h,0 is constant, is equal to the lattice , where q is a rational number strictly greater than 1, and the set {
Though double periodicity, and therefore quotients to tori, is not automatic, as for cylinders, we exhibit a condition on the value of h, in terms of a pair of rational numbers, which is equivalent to the existence of proper-biharmonic tori of CMC h in S 5 . Note that this formula rules out the possibility of proper-biharmonic tori with irrational CMC. In particular, the set of admissible values of h is infinite countable, without any gap. 
where a = p 2 /q 2 and b = r 2 /t 2 with p, q, r, t ∈ N * , under the condition 0 ≤ (b−a) 2 < 1. Moreover, in this case
and
Proof. Let v = (T, V ) be a (non-zero) vector of R 2 . Then φ is periodic in the direction of v if, as in the previous corollary:
Similarly ifṽ = ( T , V ) is another (non-zero) vector of R 2 , then φ is periodic in the direction ofṽ if, as in the previous corollary:
If t = tan ρ/2 then t ∈ (0, 1) and cos ρ = (1 + t 2 ) 2 and
Then the system becomes
with A > 0 and B < 0.
Observe that v = λṽ is equivalent to
and if A and B are in Q, we can find integers
, such that Equation (12) is satisfied. Conversely, if (12) is satisfied with (K 0 , K 1 ) = R( K 0 , K 1 ) then the determinant of (12) is non-zero and
So A and B are in Q. Since λ 1 = 2(1 − h) and λ 2 = 2(1 + h) and using Lemma (2) we have that
and A and B are in Q if and only if 1/A ∈ Q and −B/A ∈ Q that is
with p, q, r, t ∈ N * and h h+1 < s < 
where we put a = (1 + a − b) in Equation (14a) and Equation (14b) yields the same condition:
Moreover, the condition h ∈ (0, 1) is equivalent to 0 ≤ (b − a) 2 < 1 and it automatically ensures that s ∈ h h+1 , 1 h+1 . Therefore, the only obstruction to solving System (14) 
, and K 0 and K 1 must satisfy
i.e. AK 0 + BK 1 ∈ Z. As Further, as
,
Remark 5.
• We have
and the vectors pv 2 and ptv 1 are linearly independent.
• If we consider a = b = 1/16 and then q 2 = 9 (see Remark 4), we obtain that the maps φ 4/5,ρ and φ 4/5,0 determine two CMC proper-biharmonic embeddings in S 5 with mean curvature 4/5 from non-isometric tori. Similarly, choosing a = b = 1/36 and then q 2 = (24) 2 , yield two CMC proper-biharmonic embeddings in S 5 with mean curvature 144/145 from non-isometric tori.
From Proposition 11 and Proposition 12 we get Theorem 7. Let h ∈ (0, 1). Then there exists a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion from a torus T 2 into S 5 , φ : T 2 → S 5 with mean curvature h if and only if either i)
where a = p 2 /q 2 and b = r 2 /t 2 with p, q, r, t ∈ N * , with the condition
Proof. Let φ : T 2 → S 5 a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion with mean curvature h ∈ (0, 1). We consider the universal cover of T 2 and denote also with φ the CMC proper-biharmonic immersion φ = φ•π : R 2 → S 5 . After composing with isometries of R 2 and R 6 , if necessary, the map ψ = i • ψ : R 2 → R 6 coincides with a map ψ h,ρ , with ρ ∈ [0, π 2 ). Now the result follows from Proposition 11 and Proposition 12. 
distinct elements. Then η 1 z −η 1z = 2i(
and similarly
From these we get
we get
Clearly rank Λ ψ = 2 if and only if h = 
, and therefore
This is the CMC proper-biharmonic embedding found by Sasahara in [16] .
2.2. CMC proper-biharmonic flat surfaces in S n , n ≥ 7.
Proposition 13. Let h ∈ (0, 1). Then there exists a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion φ : R 2 → S 2n+1 , n ≥ 7, n odd, with mean curvature h.
Proof. Let φ ∈ (0, π 2 ). From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we know that there exist s and η 2 such that sη
. Then, we can see that
, and {±iη 1 , ±iη 2 , ±i} are six distinct complex numbers of norm one. Therefore, we have defined a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion from R 2 to S 7 with |H| = h. Now, let φ : R 2 → S n be a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion with |H| = h given by the parameters
By continuity, using again Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can take η m ′ +1 , η m ′ +2 and s such that = 1 while {±η j , ±η m ′ +1 , ±η m ′ +2 } are 2(m ′ + 2) distinct complex numbers of norm one. Therefore, we have defined a CMC properbiharmonic immersion from R 2 to S n+4 with |H| = h. Now, as we have constructed, for any h ∈ (0, 1), CMC proper-biharmonic immersions from R 2 to S 5 and S 7 with mean curvature equal to h, the proposition follows.
In the following we will change the point of view and, given a torus, ask if there is a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion from that torus to S n . Let T 2 = R 2 /Λ, where Λ is a discrete lattice of rank 2. We denote Λ * = {w ∈ R 2 : w, z ≡ 0 (mod 2π), ∀z ∈ Λ} and c(Λ, r) = {w 2 : w ∈ Λ * and |w| = r}.
Let φ h : R 2 → S n be a CMC proper-biharmonic immersion, h ∈ (0, 1). This map quotients to φ h : T 2 = R 2 /Λ → S n if and only if i √ λ 1μk ∈ Λ * , ∀k = 1, . . . , m, and i √ λ 2ηj ∈ Λ * , ∀j = 1, . . . , m ′ . In this case Λ is an abelian subgroup of Λ ψ h and, if Λ = Λ ψ h , φ h is an embedding from T 2 . If we denote α k = (±i √ λ 1μk ) 2 = −λ 1μ Proposition 14. Let Λ be a given lattice of rank 2 and Λ * its dual. Let h ∈ (0, 1) be a fixed constant. If Λ * ∩ S 1 ( 2(1 − h)) = ∅ or Λ * ∩ S 1 ( 2(1 + h)) = ∅, then there is no proper-biharmonic immersion φ : R 2 /Λ → S n with |H| = h, for any n ≥ 7.
Corollary 4. Let Λ be a given lattice of rank 2 and Λ * its dual. Assume that Λ * = v 1 Z + v 2 Z, where 0 < |v 1 | ≤ |v|, ∀v ∈ Λ * \ {(0, 0)}. If |v 1 | ≥ √ 2 then there is no CMC proper-biharmonic immersion φ : R 2 /Λ → S n with |H| ∈ (0, 1), for any n ≥ 7.
Proposition 15. Let Λ be a given lattice of rank 2 and Λ * its dual. Let h ∈ (0, 1) be a fixed constant. Assume that Λ * ∩S 1 ( 2(1 − h)) = ∅ and Λ * ∩S 1 ( 2(1 + h)) = ∅. Denote by H(Λ, r) the convex hull of c(Λ, r). We have i) If (0, 0) ∈ H(Λ, 2(1 − h)) and (0, 0) ∈ H(Λ, 2(1 + h)) then there exists φ : R 2 /Λ → S n a proper-biharmonic immersion with |H| = h and, moreover, it is pseudo-umbilical. ii) If (0, 0) does not belong to the convex hull of c(Λ, 2(1 − h))∪c(Λ, 2(1 + h)) then there is no proper-biharmonic immersion φ : R 2 /Λ → S n with |H| = h, for any n ≥ 7.
